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INTRODUCTION 
This paper provides background to the coke strength after 

reaction (CSR) test and gives perspective regarding changes 
in the cokinp coal market. It provides it sumtnary of some of 
the predicted relationships hctween the ash chemistry of 
coal, and coke properties of British Columbia coals. 

A brief overview iIf the ash chemistry of British Colum- 
bia coking coals is presented. The data arc used to comment 
upon the potential coke strength after reaction (CSR) of 
these coals based on their ash chemistry. Finally com- 
parisons are made ‘with coals from other part\ of Canada, 
U.S.A and Australia. 

BACKGROUND 
Coke making is a ma,jor production step in the steel 

making process. The blast furnace operator must be able to 
assess the performance of the coke in the furnace in order to 
run the furnace efficiently. Blast furnxes are operated on a 
continuous basis wilh every effort made to reduce variations 
in the operating conditions. They are only shut-down for 
expensive relining or because of unforeseen circumstances. 
It is therefore atmost impossible to measure the actual 
performance of coke in a furnace and the operator must 
depend on predictiwx of its performance. 

A variety of tcsm have hecn developed to predict the 
performance of coke in blast furnaces. Historically attempts 
were made to predict the cold strength of coke (stability 
fxtor, SF) hy measuring various petrographic and rheologi- 
cal properties of the parent coat. Fluidity, dilatation and FSI 
(free swelling index) are al1 useful pointers to the strength of 
coke that can be made from a parent coal. Unfortunately 
they do not cover illI aspects of the quality control required 
in modern blast furwes. 

More recently. pilot coke ovens have heen used to pro- 
duce samples of coke that can be used f6r quality tests. The 
tests, such as stability factor, measure the resistance of the 
coke to breakage and abrasion, both prohtems in the top of 
the blast furnace where the sintered iron ore and coke are 
loaded into the furnace. As it sinks lower into the furnace it 
heats up, dissolving! and reducing the iron ore hy the solu- 
tion toss reaction (Boudouard reaction) which in part 
provides carbon monoxide to reduce the iron. This reaction 
consumes coke which at the same time is still required to 
support the iron ori: and maintain a permeable pathway for 

the gases. Finally the coke dexends to the rat eway arw 01’ 
the blast furnace where it is totally consume d leaving ar 
unvolatilized ash residue. 

As htast furnace operation techniques ew Ived to make 
the process mow efficient, so i.lso have the tc :hniques I :;ed 
to predict coke perfcxmance in blast furnaces. A recogni::ot! 
of the importance of evaluatin:: the perfcmnal ice of cok: in 
the mid-region of the furnace ted to the dewlopmeot of a 
number of hot-coke evaluation tests (Inhaka~ a, 1983), I‘hc 
most accepted of these measure the coke itrength alie. 
reaction (CSR) and coke reacli\‘it:y index (C tl). ‘The CSF: 
test involves measuring the resiiitnnce of coke to breikxg: 
after it has been reacted in a carbon dioxide twnosphere iit a 
temperature of 1100°C. The CR1 test measures the 10s; o’ 
weight atier this reaction. The acceptance of the CSR test 
recognizes the fact that coke ptrfxmance mur t be evalu;~ted 
in all parts of the blast furma:, not just tl e top. collie- 
regwns. 

Coke is an expensive con~poncnt in the stect-mat:inl; 
process. It is made in coke ovens that nx st compelic; 
would like to see last as long ias possible whi e they det:idc 
which new technology to invst in as a rep acement. IFor 
both reasons there is incentive to reduce the a nount of iok,: 
used to produce it ton of hot metal. 

In the short term, pulverized coal injectio t (PCt) is ths: 
easiest way of replacing some oi’the coke us :d in the t,last 
furnace. This technology provides heat and c wbon mo~,x- 
ide but does not help maintain gas permeability in the: 
furnace. This tnetms that the remaining coke must be c~!el~ 
stronger if it is going to support rhc: same weii ht of iron ore. 
With increased use of PCI. COJIC with impwved hot <ok,: 
strengths will be required fc)r cxttinued cfficic nt and co~:iis- 
tent performance in the furnace. The CSR te! t will be~zom~: 
an even more important measure <of coke pe! formance. 

Figure S-l-1 (from Chardon XKI Barry, 1’91) illustrates 
the projected requirements of coke and PC in Europx~ 

blast furnaces. 

Steel producers are increasingly relying on the t:SI: 
values of coal to assess their value, which n cans that it ic 
now important to know alhat properties in t re parem :oal 
influence the CSR value of coke. Fresh~coal lhysicat p’op- 
erties that influence CSR are rheology, ran :, ash cortert 
and major oxide chemistry of the a:~. 0xida:iol 
“damages” the rheological properties of the coal and wilt 
result in lower CSR values. It should not bc forgotten thtt 
the dynamics of the coke making process dso influcnc: 
CSR. 

For CSR to be a useful screening test for cxds, valu:e cf 
CSR obtained on coke from small test pilot cc kc ovens ~nu!.t 
be similar to results obtained o:? the same coal when it is 
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Figure 5-I-2. Plot of CSR versus JIS drum strength, 
adapted from Figure 5. I 1, Pearson ( ,989) data from Ish- 
akawa (1983). 

coked in an industrial coke oven battery. The experience of 
steel companies confirms that the CSR values obtained on 
coke from a pilot oven are in fact similar to values obtained 
on the sane mixture of coal coked under similar conditions 
in an industrial coke battery. 

The original comparison of CSR to other coke properties 
(Ishikawa, 1983) compared CSR to Japanese Industrial 
Standard (IIS) drum strength (D 3005; Figure 5-l-2). This 
latter property is a measure of the resistance of cold coke to 
breakage and is similar to the ASTM stability factor test. 
Pearson (,1980, Figure 14) illustrates that the ASTM and JIS 
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tests behave similarly with reference to petrography and 
rank. It is obvious from Figure 5-l-2 that CSR does not 
correlate with cold coke tests. One way of interpreting the 
diagram is to draw a line from the origin through the point 
providing the maximum slope so that all points are either on 
or below the line. If one assumes that under ideal conditions 
all points should plot on the line then there is some factor 
which is variably degrading CSR values but which has 
either no effect or constant effect on the cold coke strength. 
Canadian and Australian hard coking coals have the least 
degraded CSR values. 

This is to some extent an intuitive and not a scientific 
argument, but it leads to two important conclusions. Firstly, 
CSR and cold strength values do not necessarily correlate. 
The blast furnace operator who wants good stability factors 
and good CSR values will have to perform both tests or 
have separate procedures available for predicting both 
values. Secondly, one must look for a coal parameter, one 
generally not used to predict cold coke properties, to help in 
predicting CSR values. 

A: PRICE ETAL 
CSR=56.9+0.08268x(c+ d)-6.86’@fBI)*+ 11.47xfimax 

bared on 33 Western Canadian Coals (Price er al., 1988) 
(Equation A) 

CSR-52,7+.0882x 
IH, 
c+d ~.73x(MB1)2+14.6&ma, 

based on 3 estern Canadian and 22 Appalachian coals 
(Price CI ol., 1988) 

FIATIONSHIP OF FLUIDITY TO YlLlTATION 
Log(tlu~d~ty)=.994+0.0635x(c+d)J3).0001Zx(c+d) 

(F+ and Gramden, 1987) 
This Equation can be approxxnated $ 

Log(fluidity)=0389lx(c+d) 5894 

I)cr+d) =4.97x(Lop(fluidily))l.695 

B: BHP AUSl’RALlA 
CSR I 133.8-15.56xBAR-3.1xVM+B.hlog(fluidityj~.22x1ncns 

(Pearson, 1989) 
(Equation B) 

c: KOB_E STEEL 
CSR = 70.9 x Rmu% + 7.8 x Log(fluidity) - 89 x BAR - 32 

(Goxidi et of., ldsESjlUatio” ‘) 

ABBREVLAl’lONS 
c+d = total dilatation 
MB1 = moditicd b&city index 

MB1 - 100xashx(Na~O+KzO+CaO+MgO+Fe203) 

(loO-VM)x(SiOz+Al203)) 

ii,, = Mean maximum reflectance 
VM= per cent volatile matter 
ash = per cent ash 
fluidity = maximum fluidity 

Log= 
in drum dial divisions per minuitc (ddpm) 

Incns = 
logarithm to base 10 
total incn material in sample 



CSRPREDICTION 
A number authors have investigated the possibility of 

using coal propertie:; to predict CSR vlilues of coke. Gos- 
cinski ef al. (1985) provide a good summary of some equa- 
tions that have been developed. Pearson (1989) provides an 
equation used by BHP Australia. Price ef ul. (1988). have 
developed an equation for predicting CSR of British Column 
bia and Appalachiarl coals using rheology, bese-acid ratio 
and rank. Equation> developed by Price et ul., BHP and 
Kobe Steel are outlined in Table 5. I I. 

All three equations introduce ash chemistry as an impor- 
tant variable for predicting CSR. In all probability, ash 
chemistry is the extra variable that confuses the correlation 
between cold coke properties and CSR. 

The Price Equation (Equation A, Table 5-l-l) uses a 
modified form of base-acid ratio (modified basicity index; 
MBI). The rheology term is a measure of total dilatation 
(c+d, Table 5-l-l). measured using a Ruhr dilatometer. It 
can be converted to an equivalent value of maximum fluid- 
ity measured with a Geislrr plasmmeter using a relationship 
provided by Price and Gransden (1987). Rank is represented 
in the-equation by the mean maximum reflectance of the 
axI (R,,,,). 

BHP Australia uses an equation described by Pearson 
(1989; Equation B, Table S-l-J), that has some important 
differences from Equation A. It has terms ftn base-acid 
ratio. volatile matter, fluidity and total inerts. 

Goscinski et a(. (1985) provide an equation (Equation C, 
Table S-1-1) used by Kobe Steel which is similar to that of 
BHP but has no term for the tunount (11’ inert material in the 
sample and therefore cannot respond to changes in ash 
content. 

A computer program has been written to calculate CSR 
values using Equations A, B and C. Equation A was modi- 
fied to allow for input of either fluidity or dilatation. The 
program allows for the consideration of the uncertainties 
attached to each of the inp>t variables (ash per cent, base- 
acid ratio, volxile matter,R,,,, and maximum fluidity). A 
specific value of each variable is picked from a gaussian distribution of possibilities defined by a mean and standard 

deviation for the variable. A number of predictions of CSR 

using one of the equations scatter about a mean CSR with a 
standard deviation that is a result of the combined effect of 
the uncertainties of the input variables. This process illus- 
trates the sensitivity of CSR to fluctuation\ in the values of 
variables such as base-acid ratio. iluidity.R,,,,, and ash per 
cent. 

changes in base-acid ratio as predicted by th : three equa- 
tions. A CSR value of 57.5 is uw~lly consid xed to be an 
acceptable minimum (Price and Gransden, 1,)X7) and Ihis 
value is indicated in Figure 5-l-3. 

The process of varying a single property 1 ghile keeping 
the others fixed is not totally jutitied because the variatLles 
are not independent, but it does give an intuit ve Feelin&: of 
how the variables effect CSR (over a limited ange. 

All three equations only apply to medil m and Iw+ 
volatile bituminous coals. The CSR is genen Ily at a max. 
imum in the range high-volatile bituminous to low-volatile 
bituminous and decreases eithl:r side of this ,ank windw 

These coal quality parameten :ha,ve uncertainties attachecl 
to them that derive from measurement errors and alsc, ‘#?a 
variations from shipment to shipment. If the uncertll!ptie!z 
are: ash, 9.5iO.S per cent: fluidity. 5Oi IO ddpm; I<,,,,,. 
1.35iO.05 per cent; and base-acid, ratio 0.1 De0.03, then 
the coal is predicted to make <coke with C jR value: o’ 
6426.0 (Equation A) 64?6..i (Elquation B 1, or 68?,4.:; 
(Equation C) at one standard deviation. Th:se rang-l; in 
CSR values are acceptable when the mean va ue is high but 
could cause problems at lowel- CSR values. 

Price a al. (1988). plot actual CSR value: against CSR 
values predicted using Equatitm A. Data SC; tter about the 
best fit line. This scatter is cau:;cd by measure nent en,t’!; in 

SrARTING~ COAL 

Ash% 95 
Vhf% 23.9 
Organic hem % 30 
&x Fluidity ddlpm 50. 
llmm 1.35 
BAR 0.10 

BAR 

Equation 0.06 O.CS 0.10 0.12, s::F 0. 6 0.18 %20 A 705 67,6 65.8 59+- __-.-- 4-I., i 40.5 1!.6 
B 64.8 645 64.1 63.8 635 63. ! 62.9 61.6 
C 71.6 69.9 68.1 66.3 645 62. ’ 61.0 S.2 

British Columbia product coking coals are characterized 
by moderate ash levels, low tluidity and low base-acid 
ratios. A hypothetical British Columbian coking coal is 
remesented bv the followine mooerties: ash, 9.5 per cent: 
R,,,,, 1.35 per cent; fluidity,. 5d drum dial di&ions per 
minute and base-acid ratio, 0.10. Table 5-I-2 indicates the 
sensitivity of CSR to these variables, as predicted by the 
three equations. At the starting values the three equations 
agree well with Equation A predicting the lowest values. 
This equation is also more sensitive to ash chemistry and 
less sensitive to rank and fluidity than the other two equa- 
tions. Figure 5-I-3 illustrates the sensitivity of CSR to 

b.%, 

Equation 1.u 1.25 1.35 1.45: 155 1. 15 ---_- 
A 60.6 62.3 63.8 65.4 66.9 68. I 
B 53.9 59.0 64.1 69.3 74.4 79. i c 

53.9 61.0 68.1 15.2 82.2 69. , 

MAX FLUIlDIDTY 

F!quation 5 10 So 1Ul .m mm 
A 60.7 62.3 63.8 &5.4- 66.9 68.r 
B 55.6 58.2 64.1 66~7 72.6 75. I 
C 60.3 62.6 68.1 X1.4 75.9 lit t 

E+ationa A, Band C from Table: 5.1-l 
R4R = base-acid ratio 

-.--_ __-.-- 



CSR versus Base-Acid Ratio 
R” Starting Coal 
-- 

Ash 9.5 
VM 23.9 
R rnax 1.35 
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Fluidity 50 ddpm 
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Figure S-l-3. Plot of CSR vrrws base-acid rzio 
illustrating equations in Table 5-l-l. 

actual CSR and by the inability of equation A to precisely 
predict CSR. The one standard deviation error about the line 
for the data is approximately 24.0 CSR units. which is 
similar to the calculated uncertainty of the predicted CSR 
values. Within the range of base-acid ratios represented by 
the samples, the equations can predict CSR well without the 
introduction of other important variables such as moisture 
and variations in the coke making process. 

Coal in the Currier Formation varies from low volatile to 
anthracite. Coal in the Comox Formation is high-volatile 
bituminous whereas coal in the Red Rose Formation varies 
from high-volatile bituminous to semi-anthracite. Coal in 
these formations is generally not coking. 

ASH CHEMISTRY OF BRITISH 
COLUMBIA COALS 

The major formations in British Columbia that contain 
reserves of coking coal we the Upper Jurassic to Lower 
Creteceous Mist Mountain Formation and the Cretaceous 
Gates and &thing formations. Possible rwxrces of coking 
coal exist in the Jurassic Minnes Group and Cretaceous 
Currier, Comox and Red Rose formations. There is very 
little coking coal in Tertiary rocks. 

The ranges of base-acid ratio for most of these formations 
are illustrated in Figure S-l-4, which is adapted from Figure 
3.7 of Matheson (1986). Most coals from formations in 
British Columbia have base-acid ratios less than 0.3, 
although some values for the Gething and Comox forma- 
tions are higher. Data from Pearson (1981) provide average 
base-acid ratios for the three major coking coal formations 
of 0. I3 for the Mist Mountain Formation, 0.18 for the Gates 
Formation, and 0.33 for the Gething Formation (Figure 
5-l-4 and Table 5-l-3). 

Data in this paper illustrate that ash chemistry is probably 
the most important parameter affecting the CSR of British 
Columbia coking coals, but coal rank is also important. The 
rank of coal in the Mist Mountain Formation generally 
varies from low or medium-volatile bituminous at the base 
of the formation to high-volatile bituminous at the top. The 
range in rank in the Gates and Q-thing formations is similar. 

In the Mist Mountain Formation it appears that the base- 
acid ratio increases up section. Data in Table 5-l-3 which 
are from the lower half of the formation indicate a weak 
trend towards higher base-acid ratios up section; average 
values range from 0.057 at the bottom of the section to 0.21 
at the top. 

Base-acid ratios from the upper coal-bearing section at 
Telkwa (Red Rose Formation) vary from 0.13 at the base of 
the coal section to 0.33 at the top (Table S-l-3). A single 
analysis for the lower coal-bearing section provided a value 
of 0.05, indicating that the lower section might have coking 

COAL A?,H CHEMISTRY 
TERTIARY DIAGRAM 

CaO + MgO + K20 + Na,O FW’-J 

B.C. Formations 
* Mist Mountain- 
_ Gates -__---- 
. Gething --- 

c,Jm(p .-.-..- 
: Tekwa 

0 AppalaChian 
c Illinois 
* o”ee”stan* 

Figure 5-1~4. Teniary diagram illustrating coal ash 
chemistry for British Columbia coals. 



Jura-Cretaceous Coking Coal Formations 

Formation Baseacid ratio % S.D COtlIlt 

Mist Mountain 0.128 56 6 
Gates 0.179 26 11 
Gething 03% 56 7 

SiO2 Al& TiOz Fe& CaO MgO NazO KZO 
Mist Mt 53.3 36 1s 6.2 2.8 0.8 0.15 LOS 
Gates x.5 22.6 1.7 7.0 4.3 1.26 0.75 0.77 
Gething 47.2 22.4 l.2 13.4 4.9 1.4 1.1 0.96 
Data from Pczmo” (19x1) 

Formation Base-acid ratio % S.D Count 
Red Rose Formation Upper Cod-bearing section at Telkwa 

Top 0.327 49 
0.16 69 

Base 0.13 25 

Mist Mountain Formation Lower Section 
t”P 0.213 69 

0.07 14 
0.094 35 
0.09 
0.077 60 
0.075 45 

BaSe 0.057 23 
Data fm assesment rep~nr 
S.D. = srandard deviation 

4 
24 
10 

8 
4 
8 
3 
5 

20 
4 

coal potential in atxs where the rank is medium-volatile 
bituminous or hizhw. 

Most of the catl in the Currier Formation is non- 
agglomerating because of the high rank. Some coal in the 
Comox Formation is reported to have good fluidity (Bick- 
ford and Krnyon, 198X). hut the rank of high-volatile 
bituminous and moderately high base-acid ratios probably 
mans that the coal will make a weak coke with low CSR 
values. 

Coal in most of the Tertiary coal hasins is not coking. 
One exception is the Seaton cwl basin near Smithers which 
has base-acid ratios averaging 0.16. 

PREDICTED CSR VALUES OF BRITISH 
COLUMBIA COKING COALS 

The low base-acid ratios of coal from the Mist Mountam, 
Gates and Gething lormations ensure that, despite low tluid- 
ity. cokes from British Columbia coking coals will gener- 
ally have good CSR values. 

Equation A is uxd to predict ranges of CSR values for 
possible British Columhian coking coals with 9.5 per cent 
ash. Figures 5-l-S and 5-l-6 illustrate the r_elationship of 
base-acid ratio to CSR for different vtducs of R,,,,, when the 
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fluidity is kept constant at IO ddpm (Figure 5-l-5) and I 000 
ddpm (Figure 5-l-6). The ranges of base-acid ratio for the 
Mist Mountain, Gates and Gething formations are indicated 
on the figures. The CSR value of 57.5, which is an accept- 
able minimum value for coke (Price and Gransden, 1987). is 
also plotted on the figures. It is apparent that if the base-acid 
ratio is greater than 0.20 then the coals must be cleaned to 
an ash much lower that 9.5 per cent to obtain an acceptable 
CSR value. 

The sample to sample variability of base-acid ratios is 
considerable (Table S-1-3) and standard deviations are usu- 
ally greater than 30 per cent. Figure 5-I-7 illustrates how a 
standard deviation of 30 per cent in base-acid ratio affects 
the scatter of possible CSR values. What appear to be 
insignificant changes in low to very low base-acid ratios 
from one coal batch to the next can cause major changes in 
CSR. 

It is important to recognize which mineral phase in the 
coal is responsible for causing most of the variation in CSR 
values. Blast furnace operators require consistent coke 
quality. Anything that the mine operator can do to ensure 
this will make the coal more saleable. 

The effect that variations in the concentration of an indi- 
vidual mineral phase have on the base-acid ratio of an ash 
depends on three things; 

. the amount of the mineral already in the coal; 
l the percentage of the mineral that remains in the ash as 

oxides after ashing; 
l the base-acid ratio of the mineral. 

For example, all the quartz in the coal will remain in the 
ash as SiO, and it has a base-acid ratio of 0.0 but because 
there is usually a lot of SiO, in the ash, removal or addition 
of smtdll atnounts of quartz will not have much effect on the 
base-acid ratio of the ash. 

Figure 5-I-7. Plot of the effect of 30 per cent plus or 
minus errors in base-acid ratio on predicted CSR. 

On the other hand pyrite in the coal will contribute all its 
iron (46.5 weight o/r) to the ash as Fe,Ol and this will have a 
base-acid ratio of infinity. If the iron content in the ash is not 
high then small changes in the pyrite concentration of the 
coal will cause large changes in the base-acid ratio of the 
ash. The situation is similar for carbonates; for example the 
calcium in calcite (40 weight %) will remain in the ash as 
CaO and it has a base-acid rtttio of infinity. 

Table 5-l-4 illustrates the effect of addition of small 
amounts of pyrite or carbonate on CSR. For a typical 
cleaned southeast British Columbia coal with 0.5 per cent 
sulphur (I .O% or less visible pyrite) a 0.2 per cent increase 
in pyrite will result in a I2 per cent increase in base-acid 
ratio and a decrease in CSR of 3 points. Similarly a 0.1 per 
cent increase in calcite in the coal will result in a 6.0 per 
cent change in base-acid ratio. Obviously apparently insig- 
nificant changes in the pyrite or calcite content of the raw 
coal WI result in surprisingly large changes in CSR. 

Minerals such as illite fall midway between quartz and 
pyrite in terms of their effect on the base-acid ratio of the 
ash. About 90 weight per cent of the illite remains in the ash 

EFFECT OF SOME MINERAL ADDITIONS TO COAI. ON THE 
BASE-ACID RAT,0 OF THE ASH AND ON THE CALC”LATED 

CSR VALUE 

STARTING COAL 
Ash = 10 % 
RAR(Baseacidratio) = 0.10 % 
gUIItpr = 0.5 % 
R,, = 1.4 % 
Fluidity = 10 ddpm 

EFFECl- OF ADDlTION OF PYRlTE 
Pyrite = 46.5 % Fe and 53.5 % Sulphur 

Add 0.19 % ppite to sample 
Sulphur of sample increases by 0.1 % 
Iron concentration of the sample increases by 0.087 % 
‘I-Ids rcpOns to the ZSII as a 1.24 96 increase in Fez03 
BAR to change from 0.10 to 0.112 
This causes CSR to decrease from 612 to 583 

If fitc increases by 0.93 96 then sulphur increases 0.5 % 
BAR &ttges from 0.10 to 0.167 
This causes CSR to decrease from 61.2 to 41.4 

EFFEKX- OF ADDITION OF CALCITE 
Calcite is 56.0 % cao 44.0 % co2 

Add 0.1 % calcite to sample 
This provides 0.056 96 CaO to the coal or 0.56 % to the ash 
Ji4Rin- from 0.10 to 0.105 
Tlds causes CSR to decrease from 612 to 59.8 

Addition of 0.5 % calcite to sample 
BAR increases to 0.125 
This causes CSR to deerease from 612 to 55.0 
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as oxides, but it has a base-acid ratio of about 0.2 which is 
not markedly different from the composite base-acid ratio of 
many ashes. TherefIx generally small fluctuations in the 
concentration of illiw will not cause major changes in the 
ratio of the ash. 

Correlation analysis of ash oxide data from the lowermost 
seam in the Mist Mountain Formation indicates that much 
of the variability of base-acid ratios is related to changes in 
iron oxide concentrations. The best base-acid ratio versus 
oxide correlation is for Fe,O, (Table S-I-5). The iron oxide 
is negatively correlat~ed with sulphw. Obviously not all of 
the iron is in the coal as pyrite. 

The sulphur content of samples from this seam averages 
0.43 and most of it is organic. It appears that as the organic 
sulphur content incwws the iron content decreases. The 
iron oxide is correlated with calcium and magnesium 
oxides, indicating either a carbonate or mixed-layer clay 

MIST MOUNTAIN FORMAnON BASE SEAM (19) 

Fez03 CaO MgO NazO KzO S 

BAR ,954 ,942 ,819 .032 -.45 -524 
FezO, ,850 .7Ml 441 -54 -.35 
cao 330 -.im -.53 -35 
MgO -.170 -38 -.47 
NaO 31 -.07 
GO -.19 

GATES FORMATION (11) 

BAR ,842 ,865 845 A89 -.180 ND 
Fez03 ,497 697 ,179 -089 ND 
cao 661 ,657 -332 ND 
MU 227 046 ND 
NazO -.735 ND 

G!ATHING FORhfATION (7) 

BAR 6% ,445 ,320 .llM -362 ND 
F&J 408 -.os -.595 .064 ND 
cao 906 ,819 -.xm ND 
MgO ,575 -324 ND 
NaO -.639 ND 

RED ROSE FORhiATlON AT TELKWA (66) 

BAR ,802 366 A030 -.003 -.058 ,681 
Fez03 -24 -.038 -.oo‘l x390 ,930 
cao .6290 -.072 a55 -.33 
MgO .OOSO -.213 -.19 
NazO 2260 42 
IhO 282 

BAR = Base-acid mio 
&QR=(Fe203+CaO+~MgO+K~tNa~)/ 
(SiO.7 +A/203 + TiO2) 
Numbem in pamtheses eJ?tcrfommtion nattws = data a~,,, 

origin. Normative calculation:; Indicate that variation!, irl 
base-acid ratio are probably related to chanp :s in the ou 
concentration of iron carbonate ;tnd possibly pyrite. 

Base-acid ratios for the Ga:e:; Formation ITable 5. I ,-5: 
correlate with iron, calcium and magnesium (Ixides. Varia- 
tions in the base-acid ratios are probably cau ied by varia~ 
tions in the amount of calcite and to a lesser extent clays 
Base-acid ratios for the Gething Formation :orrelate htst 
with magnesiutu oxide, possibly indicating a chloriteclq 
intluence on variability in ratitls. Iron aide t as a neg.ative 
correlation to calcium oxide in the C&thin 3 Formation 
Pearson (1981) did not report sulphur data fat these forma- 
tions although sulphur content; of washed G ,tes coal:, are 
typically less than 0.5 per cent. 

Correlation analysis of base-acid ratio and (xide date ibt 
coal from the upper coal-bearing !xction in the Telkwa b.:iin 
(Table S-I-S) indicates that variations in ba eacid ratios 
correlate with changes in iron and sulphur CI ~ncrntratiws. 
Changes in the pyrite content must be influen :ing the YK- 
ability in base-acid ratios. Normative calcula ions indicate 
that most of the iron is present as pyrite with n inor Amos ants 
present in clays and carbonate:;. 

Iron oxide seems to be one of the most it lportant t;w 
oxides responsible f(x vitriaticn’: in base-xii! ratio. Tt,rer 
possible mineral hosts for the inn are pyrite mixed-l;yel. 
clays and carbonates. It is obviously importar t to know thr 
mineral form of the iron. Lowlemperature ishing of Ihe 
coal and x-ray diffraction analyji!; of the re ,idue miwra 
matter may be a way of idertil’ying change< in the iror 
carbonate or pyrite content. Usin,g this inform ttion it might 
be possible to influence the ba!.e-acid ratio an I CSR vitlue~ 
by changing the way the coal is mined or w;;hrd. 

Some coal-washing plants now have on-lir e radioactive 
ash monitors that can tdso dete:t variations in iron content. 
Data from these instruments cwld be used to provide real- 
time estimates of the CSR vaIut:s of the coal a! it is washtd. 

A plot of iron versus sulphur in the total coal can h:lp 
indicate if the iron is mostly in pyrite and can a so indicat: if 
there is excess sulphur or excess iron after al counting for 
pyrite in the coal. If all the iror, and sulphur a ‘e in the cxd 
as pyrite then the plot should pwluce a straig It line writ? a 
slope of 0.87 I. If iron is in excess then carbc joate or cl,ly 
hosts are probable, and if sulphur is in recess then a pyl,ite 
host is probable. Iron in pyrite is probably mo! t responsi :le 
for fluctuations in base-acid ratlo:;. iron versus sulphur data 
for the Mist Mountain and Red Rose formation ,s are plo:~:d 
in Figure 5-l-X. Coals from both formations have exc~:ss 
sulphur although the Red Ro>e (Telkwa) co rls have 11x 
most. 

Actual CSR values of clean <coals are genet ally not pub- 
lished for obvious reasons, but there are suffi zient data in 
the literature to make some estilma,tes. Ash c temistry 2nd 
rank data for many production coals are available in F’risx 
and Gransden (I 987). Base-acid ratios for cc als from I he 
mines in southeast British Colurnt~ia, range fron 10.06 to 13 I I 
with Byron Creek higher at 0.2,$5 Values for mines in, :3e 
northeast range from 0.10 to 0.22. Values for netallurgi:al 
coals from Alberta range from 0. I Z!7 to 0.22. 
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COMPARISON OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
COALS TO OTHER CANADIAN AND 
INTERNATIONAL COALS 

Most Upper Jurassic to Cretaceous coals of British 
Columbia formed in an environment with very little marine 
~nfluencr. Mineral matter in coal is therefore rich in 
kaolinite and quartz and has low base-acid ratios. In con- 
trast. most of the bituminous coals in eastern North America 
formed in paralic environments. The marine influence 
caused modrmtr to high pyrite and illite contents, ensuring 
higher concentrations of iron, potassium and sodium in the 
ash compared to western Canadian coals. 

Base-acid ratios for the Carhoniferous coking coals from 
eastern Canada and eastern U.S.A. are reported in Table 
5-l-b. Base-acid ratios of Nova Scotia coals are high. aver- 
aging I .OS (average of 24 analyses reported by Cape Breton 
Development Corporation in Faurschou ef al., 1982) 
because of high iron oxide contents. The haze-acid ratios of 
elrvrn Carhonifirous coals from Illinois average 0.49ZO. I I 
and seven coking coals from the Appalachian region aver- 
age 0.?3ZO.Oi (Ahernrthy ef nl., IYhY). 

Eleven coking coals from Queensland, Australia have 
base-acid ratios averaging 0.21 iO.014 (Queensland Coal 
Board, 1975). This is somewhat higher than hasc-acid ratios 
f<)or the Mist Mountain and Gates formations in British 
Columbia. It appears that some Australian Permian coals 
are similar tu British Columhian coals but that they may 
contain slightly higher concentrations of iron. 

In general eastern Canadian and eastern U.S.A. hitumi- 
nous coals have high to very high fluidities and wash to a 

j/4 

L.3cation Base-acid ratio % S.D. COUllt 

Nova Scotia 1.05 90 24 
Appalachian 0.23 22 7 
IIhiOS 0.49 22 11 
Queensland 0.21 69 11 

APPAIACHMN COKING COALS (7) 
Fez03 CaO IdgO N& QO S 

BAR 773 .a7 A05 ,102 ~214 .45 
Fez03 226 354 -.144 -.llSl ,735 
cao .a -.103 -.731 081 
Mgo ,405 -.141 .051 
N-0 ,503 -306 
GO -.178 

AVERAGE OXIDE ANALYSIS (7) 
SiOz AhO, Fez03 CaO INgO NazO KzO S 

47.2 28.8 10.0 3.23 1.44 0.73 1.97 0.79 

QUBENSIAND COKING COALS (11) 
Fez03 CaO b&O NazO KzO S 

EAR .161 ,931 .753 ,113 -.lm ,143 

Fe203 -.19 .099 s2.5 .lSS a64 

cao ,673 -.134 -X73 ,139 

WJ 400 -236 -.175 

NazO .21 -353 

KZO -.llUJ 

AVBRA GE OXIDE ANALYSIS (11) 
SiOz &03 Fez03 CaO MgO NazO ICzO S 

Xl.0 30.2 7.71 5.78 .76 0.5 0.66 0.58 

% S.D. = pcrccnt standard dcviodon 
BAR = Bme-mid mtio 
Note: S is ndphur con,cnr in coal sample; aides m per 

Calf values in adI. 

lower ash than western Canadian coals. The improved fluid- 
ities are not sufficient to overcwne the detrimentel effects of 
high base-acid ratios which will usually ensure that these 
coals produce cokes with lower CSR values than British 
Columbia coals. 

Equation A was developed using British Columbia and 
Appalachian coals, which generally do not hawz base-acid 
riltiw greater than 0.30. The equation cannot he used to 
predict meaningful CSR values for Nova Scotia cottls. 

Correlation analysis of the ash oxide data from 
App;tlachian coals (T;lble S-l-6) indicates that base-acid 
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ratio correlates with iron, calcium and ma@xsium oxides 
and that iron oxide correlates with sulphur. Apparently most 
of the iron is in pyrite and the calcitm~ and magnesium is in 
clays. In contrast to Hritish Columbia cottis calcium oxide 
correletes with base-acid ratios f<,r the Queensland coals, 
possibly indicating a urhonatr influence on base-acid ratio. 

A plot of iron oxide versus sulphur concentrations (Fig- 
ure S-1-9) for Pennsylvania and Nova Scotia coals Produces 
linew trends with data plotting nrx the pyrite line. Data 
from Illinois and Appalachian coals plot to the right of the 
pyrite line and indicae excess sulphur. 

Base-acid ratios of eastern Canadian and eastern U.S.A. 
coals are high mainly because of varying amounts of pyrite 
and possibly iron carbonates. The coals do wash to a low 
ash and this provide:; tlexibility for blending with British 
Columbia coals to reduce base-acid ratios. 

BLENDING FOR IMPROVED CSR 
Recent work investigated the effect on CSR values of 

coke of adding specific minerals to the parent coal samples 
(Price et&, 1992). The addition of minerals such as calcite, 
pyrite and quatiz changed the base-acid ratios of the doped 
coal sample and produced a change in the CSR values of the 
resultant coke. The CSR values were changed &wwtlly in 
amounts predicted by changes in the base-acid ratios and 
Equation A. This suggests that CSR values of coal hlends 
can be estimated usag the calculated hlendcd base-acid 

ratio 3s long as there is not a wide disparit! of rank. or 
rheology. 

Equation A predicts that CSR decreases tot nlinearly as 
base-acid ratio increases (Figure S-l-3). Thi\ means th;lt 
there will be a better than additiw improvemen in CSR i’ a 
high base-acid ratio coal is blenti,ed with a IL w base-acid 
ratio coal. Tahlc 5-l-2 can he used tc, provide tu example. If 
two axills A (57% of blcnd) alttl B (43% of blend) vvith 
BARKSR values of 0.06/70.5(1\) and 0,20/D?. i(B) (line I, 
Table S-l-2) are mixed, then the wsultinp BAR’CSR \‘alt~es 
are 0.12159.3. This is no X2 per cent improvt merit in the 
CSR value of coal B and the hI’srid ha\ an act :ptahle C!;R 
value. There is adequate flexihility to product blends IV th 
good CSR valttes for the range of Ibase-acid rnti JS of Briti!,h 
Columbia coals. 

The study hy Price er <!I(. (IYY2) also indic,wd that the 
mitwal used to produce a change in CSR also lad an efft:<:t 
on the CSR value independent of its effect (8” base-acid 
ratio. Thus if the base-acid ratio was changed a constant ~81:r 
cent by addition of the appropriate amount: of apatit’z, 
gypsum, calcite or lime, the decrease in CSR \‘alue 
depended on the mineral (least for apatite mcit for lim’:). 
Similar rewIts were observed for iron. Siderite addition hi.d 
less effect than pyrite addition which had lcs effect th;.n 
adding iron oxide. 

This has interesting implications when cot sidering the 
cffcct of weathering on CSR. For a property I 3 dependwt 
on ash chemistry one might expect it to he resistant to 
weathering. which lnainly affects coilI, not mi teral matter. 
This is not the case. and an answcl’ might be tha: wratheri?g 
changes the form of some of tht: lxx oxides. I’or exampl~z, 
pyrite weathers to iron sulphatc: ;~nd in this w >y increa:t:s 
the detrimental effect of the as? w CSR witt out actoa ly 
changing the base-acid ratio. 

DISCUSSION 
Coke stren@h after reaction is an importen me;~sun: of 

coke quality. especially at a time whc I the ratio 
coke(kilogramVton hot metal is being drcreaxd by the LX 
of pulverized coal injection IPCI 1. 

A sensitivity analysis using ilro Iempirical t qnation 11131 
predicts CSR values provides for a better undt rstattdin:; of 
the relative importance of ash content, base-ac d ratio, rarlk 
and tluidity in intlurncing the restlltant CSK. 7 ne base-xld 
mtic of the coal is one of the mcst important cc .tI propertic? 
effecting the CSR of the resultat coke. 

Correlation analysis of ash oxide data can in licate which 
oxides are responsible for variations in base- lcid ratio. It 
then becomes impotlant to idc:ntif,y the min~rel host lot 
these oxides. This can hc achieved using cone ation an,a1:1- 
sis, iron-sulphur plots, normative calculati<ms or 1o.w 
temperature ashing combined with x-ray diffr; ctiott. Often 
variations in base-acid ratio are ~cnrrelated with vwiittions in 
iron oxide concentration, probably present as pyrite or ;.n 
iron carbonate. This information may lead to wi ys of selw- 
in& or washing run-of-mine coal ior improved CSR. 

On-line ash analyrers in coal wash-plants m ty be able ‘:o 
measure changes in iron content. From there ~lata it mignt 
be possible to predict fluctuations in the CSR aloes of tbr 
clean coat hefore it reaches the customer. 



Estimated values of CSR for coal from the major coal- 
hearing formations in British Columbia XL‘ good to excel- 
lent. Producers of British Columbian coking coals are forto- 
natr: they generally have base-acid ratios which are lower 
than rhe competitor coals in the rest of Canada and in 
U.S.A. This is an important advantape that should help 
improve the marketability of British Columbia coals. 

Data suggest that for coals with low to moderate hase- 
acid ratios there is a better than additive advantage to 
blending for improved CSR. 

There is a mineralogical influence on CSR which may 
help explain why CSR is sensitive to weathering while also 
being strongly dependent on ash chemistry. 

CONCLUSIONS 

l It is possible to predict CSR values using Equation A 
and these values compare favourahly with measured 
values. 

l For a limited range of bituminous coking cwls hase- 
acid ratio is one of the most important factors controll- 
ing CSR. 

l British Columbia coals generally have good to excel- 
lent CSR villues. 

l It may he possible to predict the CSR of a cottl blend 
using the calculated composite has-acid ratio. 

l Because CSR decreases non-linearly with increasing 
base-acid ratio there is a better than additive advantage 
to blending for improved CSR. 
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